Abstract
Introduction
Decomposition of a logic representation is an important operation in multi-level logic synthesis. A simple disjunctive decomposition f (X, Y ) = h(g(X), Y ) is a special case of logic decompositions, where variables of f are divided into two disjoint sets, X and Y , and g is a single-output function [1, 2, 3] . If a function has a simple disjunctive decomposition, we had better apply the decomposition to obtain a good multi-level logic representation.
To examine whether a simple disjunctive decomposition exists for f and X, we have to calculate all resultant functions assigning constant values {0, 1}
|X| to X and check whether the number of distinct functions is only two. Recently, efficient methods [4, 5, 6 ] using an ordered binary decision diagram (OBDD) [7] have been proposed. In these methods, all distinct functions are constructed in an OBDD with a variable order where X precedes Y . It is, however, difficult to find an appropriate variable set X that gives a decomposition. The number of possible variable sets grows exponentially with the number of variables.
In [8] , we have shown that a set of symmetric variables is a good candidate for X that gives a decomposition. Thanks to the idea of asymmetry [9] , detecting symmetric variables is not an expensive operation. Thus, such decompositions are easily detectable. In this paper, we show that simple disjunctive decompositions using a 2-input function at the output are also easily detectable. They can be detected by checking variable cofactors of the function, and this task is performed by traversing OBDD nodes.
For cases of simple disjunctive decompositions, it is not straightforward to construct the representations of new functions g and h, because decomposition test is performed on the logic function f of an original representation and we can obtain only functions for g and h. Constructing new representations from scratch ignores good structures (for example, optimum sum-of-products forms or multilevel forms) in the original representation, and moreover is time consuming. In this paper, we propose an algorithm that constructs new logic representations by assigning constant values to variables in the original representation. By using the algorithm, we can apply simple disjunctive decompositions with keeping good structures in the original representation.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give some definitions for simple disjunctive decompositions and symmetric variables. Section 3 shows our method to detect simple disjunctive decompositions of a function. In Section 4, we show an algorithm that constructs new logic representations when a simple disjunctive decomposition exists. Section 5 presents experimental results. We conclude this paper in Section 6. Ashenhurst [1] used a decomposition chart to examine whether there exists a simple disjunctive decomposition. It is a truth table where the columns correspond to the bound set and the rows correspond to the free set. If the number of distinct column vectors is two, there exists a simple disjunctive decomposition. In this paper, we define a set of distinct functions SDF (f, X) for a function f and a bound set X as follows;
|X| }. It corresponds to a set of distinct column vectors in a decomposition chart. Recently, several researchers [4, 5, 6] have proposed a method to calculate SDF (f, X) efficiently by constructing an OBDD of f where variables in X are ordered before variables in Y .
When a simple disjunctive decomposition exists for f , it can be expressed as 
Symmetric variables
The cofactors of f with respect to x i = 1 and
For a complete specified function, symmetry is an equivalence relation. Thus, symmetry in a set of variables can be calculated from a set of symmetries in two variables. We call the set of variables a symmetric variable group. For example, a function f = ab c+d is symmetric in {a, b } and {b , c}, and therefore {a, b , c} is a symmetric variable group.
In addition, we also use the following definitions found in [10] . A function f is multiform symmetric in variables x i and x j if f is symmetric in both {x i , x j } and {x i , x j }. A function f is single-variable symmetric in x i in the space
If f has a symmetric variable group and f is multiform symmetric (or single-variable symmetric) in a pair of variables in the group, then f is multiform symmetric (or single-variable symmetric) in all pairs of variables in the group.
Easily detectable simple disjunctive decompositions
This section shows that many simple disjunctive decompositions can be found easily by detecting symmetric variables or checking variable cofactors.
By detecting symmetric variables
In [8] , we have shown that a symmetric variable group is a good candidate for the bound set that gives a decomposition. Here, we summarize the decomposition procedure.
1. Detect the symmetric variable groups of a function f .
Symmetric variables can be detected at low computation cost by applying the idea of asymmetry [9] to filter out the possibility of symmetries, which is examined by depth-first traversals in an OBDD. As for pairs of variables that are not filtered out by the asymmetry check, we perform depth-first traversals in the OBDD again to examine symmetries [8] . The computation cost of the above procedure is not expensive because candidate bound sets are just symmetric variable groups. We can say that decompositions whose subfunction is a symmetric function are easily detectable.
By checking variable cofactors
Here, we show another type of simple disjunctive decompositions, which can be detected by checking variable cofactors. They are ones whose image is a 2-input function. There are five cases for such decompositions. We summerize the forms and the conditions for existence.
• If f x = 0, f has a decomposition f = x · f x .
• If f x = 1, f has a decomposition f = x + f x .
For example, consider a function f = a b c + a bd + abd +ab c . The two cofactors of variable a are f a = b c+ bd and f a = bd +b c , and f a = (f a ) holds. Thus, f has a simple disjunctive decomposition form f = a ⊕ (b c + bd).
To examine whether such decompositions exist, all we have to do is checking the above five conditions for each variable x of f . This task can be done by traversing the OBDD representation of f . For all nodes v labeled with x and the function f v that v represents, we examine whether We have shown two types of simple disjunctive decompositions that are easily detectable. We can expect that many of the other types of simple disjunctive decompositions are also detectable by applying the above two recursively.
Constructing new logic representations
In this section, we propose an algorithm that restructures a logic representation (for example, a sum-of-products form or a multi-level form) after a simple disjunctive decomposition is found. This algorithm is applicable to all types of simple disjunctive decompositions, that is, it is not limited to ones described in Section 3.
Suppose that a function f has a simple disjunctive decomposition form
Let the logic representation of f be F . The algorithm makes new logic representations G and H of g and h by assigning constant values to some variables in F instead of making them from scratch.
Constructing a representation G of g(X)
At first, we show an algorithm that constructs a representation G by assigning constant values δ that satisfy df 0 (δ) = df 1 (δ) to variables in Y of F .
Calculate
There may be a case when both δ P and δ N exist.
3. If δ P exists, make a new representation G P by assigning the minterm δ P to the representation F .
4. If δ N exists, make a new representation G N by assigning the minterm δ N to the representation F and inverting the output.
5. Eliminate useless sub-representations of G P and/or G N whose output represent constant functions. Select a better representation which costs less, and let it be G.
The representation G made by the above procedure represents a function g(X). The proof is as follows. Notice
. Figure 2 shows an example. Suppose that a function f is given by a representation F = a bc +(a+b )c.
Example 1
There exists a simple disjunctive decomposition for a bound set {a, b} because SDF (f, {a, b}) = {c, c }. Let df 0 = c and df 1 = c . Here we make a representation G of g from the representation F . At first, calculate d P = df 0 · df 1 = c and select a minterm δ P = 0(= c ) that satisfies d P (δ P ) = 1. Then, make G P = a b by assigning δ P to F . In the 
Constructing a representation H of h(g, Y )
Then we show an algorithm that constructs a representation H by selecting a variable x from the bound set X and assigning a constant value δ that satisfies g x (δ) = g x (δ) to variables in X − {x} of F .
Select a variable x in X.

Calculate d(X
−{x}) = g x (X −{x})⊕g x (X −{x}).
Select a minterm δ ∈ {0,1}
|X|−1 which satisfies d(δ) = 1. For any variable x in X, there exists a minterm δ that satisfies g x (δ) ⊕ g x (δ) = 1, unless x is a redundant variable.
Make a representation H I by assigning the minterm δ
to the representation F . We can select an arbitrary variable x from X. When the given representation F is of a sum-of-products form, selecting the variable that appears the least is a good heuristic to obtain a smaller sum-of-products form. When the given representation F is a multi-level circuit, selecting the variable that appears the least or is nearest to the output is a good heuristic to obtain a circuit of smaller area or fewer levels.
Experiments
We performed experiments to restructure multi-level logic circuits using simple disjunctive decompositions. The procedure is shown in Figure 3 , where maximum fanout free cone(v) returns the maximum fanout free cone [12] of a node v, simple disjunctive decomposition(C) makes a new logic representation for a cone C using the techniques described so far, and replace(C, newC) replaces a cone C with newC. Only our procedure does not arrow sharing common logic blocks among maximum fanout free cones, nor simplification of nodes using don' t cares. To perform these optimizations, we used SIS [13] after our procedure. Table 5 shows the experimental results for several multi-level logic circuits [14] shown in the column "Circuit". The column "SIS only" shows the results of the "script.rugged" script of SIS. The column "SDD + SIS" shows the results when our procedure was applied followed by "script.rugged". The subcolumns "literal" show the total numbers of literals in factored forms. The subcolumn "ratio" shows the ratio of the number of literals of "SDD + SIS" to that of "SIS only". The subcolumns "time" give the
